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ABSTRACT
The objective of this project is to elaborate a new roadmap for Nanoelectronics, focused on the requirements of European semiconductor and applications industry, and the advanced concepts developed by Research centers in order to achieve an early identification of promising novel technologies, and cover the R&D needs all along the innovation chain. The final result will be a roadmap for European micro- and nano-electronics, covering all TRL, with a clear identification of short, medium and long term objectives. The roadmap will be divided into main technology sectors and include also cross-functional enabling domains. A proper dissemination of results will take place through the close relationship of the project with the leading European organizations in the field of micro- and nano-electronics, and sanity checks are foreseen during the project with the users’ world.

Workshops: Three major General Workshops will be organised starting with a General Workshop (April 12-13th, 2016 in Grenoble) with a large participation of technology users in order to better define the technology roadmap in terms of applications requirements. General Workshops will involve all technology sectors, and allow for synergies among different topics and roadmap coordination. Specific application requirements will also be included, based also on the progress of the roadmap and the evolution of technology.
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General agenda

DAY1: Thursday April 6th, 2017

**Session1  8:30 – 13:00 New Applications experts or new presentations - Room VERGINA**

8:30 – 8:45 Introduction (Francis Balestra)

8:45 – 9:25 *Orange* for Nanotechnologies: an opportunity for green networks: Thomas Rivera


10:05 – 10:45 **IMEC** for Health: Maaike Op de Beeck

10:45 – 11:05 Coffee Break (Vergina Foyer)

11:05 – 11:45 **Bosh** for Automotive: Christian Silber

11:45 – 12:25 **GEMALTO** for Security: Jean-Pierre Tual

12:25 – 13:00 **SINTEF** for IoT: Ovidiu Vermesan

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch (Room Constantinople)

**Session2  14:00 – 18:00 Feedback from the Domain Workshops by Tasks & WP leaders – Interactions with Application experts – Discussions – Room VERGINA**

14:00 – 14:15 Introduction (E. Sangiorgi)

14:15 – 14:55 Domain workshop “Nanoscale FET” (Task 3.1) Francis Balestra

14:55 – 15:35 Domain workshop “Connectivity” (Task 3.2) Didier Belot

15:35 – 16:15 Domain workshop “Smart Energy” (Task 4.2) Wolfgang Dettmann/Gaudenzio Meneghesso

16:15 – 16:40 Coffee break (Vergina Foyer)

16:40 – 17:20 Domain workshop “Energy for Autonomous system” (Sub TaskT4.2) Gustavo Ardila

17:20 – 18:00 Domain workshop “Smart Sensors” (Task 4.1) Montserrat Fernandez-Bolanos

19:00- 22:00 Cocktail Dinner (Athens View)
DAY2: Friday April 7th, 2017

Steering Committee Meeting 8:00- 9:00 (Room Vergina)

Session3 9:00 – 12:10 Feedback from the Domain Workshops by Tasks & WP leaders – Interactions with Application experts – Discussions – Room VERGINA

9:00 – 9:15 Introduction (E. Sangiorgi)
9:55 – 10:35 Domain workshop “System Design” (Task 5.1) Danilo DeMarchi

10:35 – 10:50 Coffee Break (Vergina Foyer)

10:50 – 11:30 Domain workshop “Heterogeneous Integration” (Task 5.2) Georgios Fagas
11:30 – 12:10 Domain workshop WP6 “Equipment & Manufacturing Science” Markus Pfeffer

12:10-13:00 Lunch (Room Constantinople)

Session4 13:00 – 15:30 IRDS Presentations - Conclusions and next steps (F. Balestra) – Room VERGINA

Paolo Gargini (IRDS)– “General presentation of IRDS” IRDS - 20mn
Mustafa Badaroglu (Qualcomm) “More Moore roadmapping activities in IRDS” – 20mn

Convergence Technologies – Applications
Draft of preliminary Roadmap and next steps

15:30 – 16:30 Farewell Coffee (Vergina Foyer)

Advisory Board Meeting 17:00- 19:30 – Room VERGINA